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Who we are

- Heather Handyside
  Director of Homeland Security & Emergency Management
- RaeShaun Bibbs
  Public Information Manager
- Craig Fetterman
  Grant and Budget Manager
- Rob Fitch
  Exercise and Special Projects Manager
- Vince McCoy
  Emergency Program Manager
- Kattaryna Stiles
  Plans and Policy Manager
- Nikki Stokoe
  Senior Office Associate
What we do

- Plan
- Prepare
- Execute
- Recover
Plan

- Identify needs of the community in times of disasters, to include mitigation of those threats to the Municipality
Prepare

- Train
- Drill
- Exercise
Execute

- Rescue and shelter operations
Recover

- Recovery operations is designed to get people and the infrastructure back to work
- Work with State and Federal Agencies
Programs

- Emergency Operations Plan
- Vulnerable Population Data Base
- Congregate Care Centers
- Neighborhood Emergency Watch
- Damage Assessment Training
- Continuation of Operations Plan
- Mass Fatality Plan
The EOC

Emergency Operations Center

Mission: to direct the response and recovery operations for the Municipality of Anchorage
EOC stations

- Engineering – Damage Assessment, Utilities
- Community Support-Congregate Care, Vulnerable Populations, Hospitals, Mental Health, Animal Care
- Fire/ Rescue- Fire, EMS, Police
- Finance- Cost Recovery, Legal
- Planning- Advance Planning, Situation Analysis
- Logistics-Transportation, Supply, Resource Status
EOC Exercise

- Scenario - earthquake/ landslide
- Three Shifts/ 50 people each
- Response
- Sheltering needs
- Planning needs
EOC Exercise Theme

- Congregate Care Center
  Sheltering needs for a large population to include medical, mental and financial assistance
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